Digital Transformation Demands Unified Network Performance Management

**THE NETWORK IS YOUR Digital Transformation Platform**

Every digital service traverses a network

**Digital Transformation is the top driver of enterprise network strategies**

Every digital service traverses a network

**NPM TOOL FRAGMENTATION Undermines Transformation**

67% OF ENTERPRISES HAVE NPM TOOLS INSTALLED

NetOps with fragmented toolsets:

- Struggle with problem detection
- Integrated platforms: more effective at performance monitoring than standalone, best-of-breed tools

Tools that can correlate multiple classes of network data are more effective in all NPM use cases

EMA research found that NPM tools should be integrated, not fragmented

Spend more time on reactive troubleshooting

**Five Essential Elements of Unified Network Performance Management**

Diverse Data Collection and Analysis

- Raw data in tight intervals
- Store as much data as possible
- Facilitate drilldown to the data that provides critical insights

NPM tools that correlate multiple data sources provide better insight into:

- High-performing
- Right-sized
- Secure

New digital services need a network that is:

- Diverse Data Collection and Analysis
- Platform Scalability
- Platform Granularity
- AIOps

For more information on Riverbed NPM, go to www.riverbed.com/NPM
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